
☆Camp Leaders Wanted!!☆ 
 

 

  

 
   
 

 

                                             

 

                                           
     

            

 
  

 

 

★Sponsored by NPO Multilingual Piazza CELULAS   
 

Why don't you participate in our 4 days summer camping program?  

120 Japanese students from primary to high school will join this camp, and you will be a camp 

leader. This is not a camp for just staying in tents and climbing up and down mountains,  

but also not “a English camp”, too.  

This is the only, really unique & challenging camping program in Japan.  

The theme of our camp is Communication!. The Japanese children  

will foster communication skills learning different languages and  

culture from you through the various interesting programs.  

They will learn “The difference is something precious!” as well. 

Have a wonderful and fruitful experience with Japanese kids this summer! 
 

★12 Camp Leaders from foreign countries are wanted!  

★We will give you an explanation and an interview beforehand as following. 

・Kanto Area /June 16th（SUN）  10:00a.m. to 12:00p.m  at Yoyogi  (TOKYO) 

  ・Kansai Area /June 16th（Sun）  2:30 p.m. to  4:30 p.m.  at  （close to OSAKA）    

※We will inform you the details about the interview after we get your application. 

★Please fill out the application form and send it through our site; http://www.celulas.or.jp 

(to NPO Multilingual Piazza CELULAS, Tokyo office) 

★Expiry date for application : ・Kanto Area and Kansai Area：June 13th(Thu)                   

※Experience in the field of activity planning or activities with children, or Japanese language 

ability is not required. However we want our camp leaders to attend not only  

the preparation meetings for the camp but “piazza”, our regular meetings which are  

held once a week in many places, at least several times before the camp. 

※Preparation meetings:  

We will have preparation meetings in Tokyo or Osaka before the camp. There your support 

for making programs and activities will be appreciated.  Meeting schedule will be shared later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Exciting & Moving 4 days’ 
 camp with Japanese kids!! 
 

＜The plan of Multi Lingual Piazza CELULAS ★Youth Summer Camp 2018＞ 
◆Date : August 18th(Sun)～ August 21th(Wed)  -3 nights and 4 days- 

◆Location: Shizuoka-shi 「Ikawa shizen-no Ie」 
      address: 3055-1, Ikawa, Aoi-ku, Shizuoka-shi, Shizuoka-ken 

◆Participating expense : 0 yen - including transportation fee of chartered bus, meals & accommodation 

costs (You only need money for personal use.)  

☆Location of departure & arrival for bus：Kanto Area/Shinjuku Station   

Kansai Area/Osaka Station (not fixed) 

☆Participants：120 Primary to high school students /12 Camp Leaders(Foreign Exchange Students)/ 

  18 Staff    In total  about 150 Participants 

 



＜The purpose and outline for this Camp＞ 

Through this camp, we will foster communication skills through which you will try to  

understand others and express yourselves, develop a spirit of empathy, so that you  

can get along with others and an important ability as human beings that is to accept  

other people’s differences. 
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★We will plan exciting programs all together in this camp!! 
♪Children will come to the camping place with foreign leaders by bus from Kanto and Kansai Area. 

♪All participants are divided into groups with various ages and are supposed to cooperate during the camp. 

♪The best group prize is announced on the final day.  
 

（program examples） 

 ♪Group game against tournament 
and  Group outdoor activities 

  

One for all, all for one!  Enjoy outdoor time. 

 
 

♪Piazza of world language  

and games (Multi-Culture Workshop) 
Children learn the language and  

culture of their leaders. 

               

 
What is“Multi Lingual Piazza CELULAS", the host organization of this camp? 

-An open and flexible mind that tries to listen to others, and to speak in others’ languages- 
 
“CELULAS”was established as a Non Profit Organization in May, 2002, receiving the attestation of the Tokyo 

 Metropolitan Government in order to cultivate the power of people to contribute the achievement of a multi-cultural  

and multilingual symbiosis society. We are doing various events and international exchanges, dedicated the raising  

the youth, and “symbiosis society” promotion based on multilingual activities.  

 

Multilingual activities：Our members of all ages, from babies to adults, regularly get together at the meeting  

named“Piazza”. There we enjoy to multilingual story CDs through roll plays and also learn multi-culture.  

★We are also carrying out some programs for the youth aiming at raising the youth to be human beings living on the  

same planet, where they can interact with people of different ages, cultures and languages. 

Ex:“International understanding classes at primary and junior high school”“Overseas Homestay”etc. 

 

★★ Applications and inquiries ★★ 
 

Multi lingual piazza CELULAS (Non Profit Organization) 

Address/New State Manor 1038, 2-23-1, Yoyogi, Shibuya-ku,Tokyo 151-0053 Japan 

Tel: 0120-101-275(Toll Free)  E-mail: info@celulas.or.jp    

URL: http://www.celulas.or.jp 
 

 

♪Camp Fire 

Let’s enjoy the world’s 

songs and games! 

 

 
 

 
★Leaders’ dreams！ 
    
Leaders share their each  

dreams with children! 

♪Multilingual 

communication! 
Children try to raise up  

their communication skills  

through roll plays and so on. 

♪Reliable Leaders  

from all over the world 

You can fill out  

the application form 

through this QR code! 

 

 


